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0 of 0 review helpful each chapter begins with a thesis and dissects it out very nicely By CityChicken such a lovely 
book each chapter begins with a thesis and dissects it out very nicely 27 of 35 review helpful An enjoyable but 
uncritical exposition By J N Nielsen I bought this book without knowing anything about it except that it is a book 
length commentary on Wa This illuminating study of Benjamin rsquo s final essay helps unlock the mystery of this 
great philosopherRevolutionary critic of the philosophy of progress nostalgic of the past yet dreaming of the future 
romantic partisan of materialism mdash Walter Benjamin is in every sense of the word an ldquo unclassifiable rdquo 
philosopher His essay ldquo On the Concept of History rdquo was written in a state of urgency as he attempted to 
escape the Gestapo ldquo L ouml wy rsquo s close reading hellip follows Benjamin rsquo s text thesis by thesis 
bringing out the salient criticisms of orthodox Marxist discourse and highlighting the interruptions of this discourse the 
interruption of the concept of time that 
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